You will need:

- 3 clothespins
- Corrugated cardboard
- Paint
- Scissors
- Glue

Directions:

1. Print, cut out, and trace the below template onto a piece of corrugated cardboard.
2. Create the fringe of the fringe-eared oryx by making several small cuts to the tips of the cardboard ears and paint the ears tan and the tips black.

3. Paint 1 clothespin with the pattern of the oryx’s head and horns by painting the clip end white, then painting a black triangle above that. Then make black stripes on both sides of the triangle. Finally, paint the horn end gray and add stripes. Glue the ears on.

4. Make several small cuts on the tip of the oryx’s tail to give it a fringe and paint the body a tan color and add black to the tip of the tail and the stripe by the belly.

5. Paint the last 2 clothespins tan and add a black V on one of the clothespins for the front legs.

6. Clip the head onto the neck and the legs onto the body and enjoy your “lion killer”!!!

7. Share your creation with us on our Facebook page “Adventures in EdZOOcation or tag the North Carolina Zoo at #NCZOO or #NCZOOED.